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Victim's father praises NI deal 
 
The father of a young victim of the IRA's 

bombing campaign in Britain gave a warm welcome to the historic deal 
between Ian Paisley and Gerry Adams. 

 

 

 
Colin Parry, whose 12-year-old son, Tim, was killed in the bomb attack on 
Warrington in 1993, said he hoped it would mean an end to the bloodshed. 
 
"I think this is the way forward. Forgiveness is an entirely separate issue," 
he told the BBC Radio 4 Today programme.

 

 
"The key issue is that Ian 
Paisley and Gerry Adams, 
two diametrically-opposed 
politicians, are at long, long 
last being required to do 
some serious business and 
I think everyone has to be 
pleased about that. 
 
"This situation has to be 
applauded. 
 
"The stark truth is that, 
with any good luck, there`ll 
be no more children and 
people killed as a result of 
this ancient conflict and the 
beginnings of normal politics will start on May 8." 
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COMMENT TRACKER: 
LOGIN to track comments on this story 
 
 
 

 

 2 comment(s), order: FIRST, LAST  

 On 27 Mar at 12:01 - Richard from Mountrath said:  

 

 
Very decent sentiments from Colin Parry. As he said, forgiveness is 
another matter. That's another dimension. But, politics ... well, that's the 
art of the possible, and this shows what is possible. 
 

 

 On 27 Mar at 22:49 - Stephen from Enniskillen said:  

 

 
I agree with Mr Parry when he says forgiveness is a another matter, but 
great news on the peace deal. 
 

 

ENTERTAINMENT LISTINGS Content provided by entertainment.ie 

FILM: THE GOOD GERMAN 
 
DIRECTOR: Steven Soderbergh. 
 
STARRING: George Clooney, Cate Blanchett, 
Tobey Maguire, Beau Bridges. 
 
DETAILS: US / 105mins (15A) 
 
RATING:  

 

 
 

NOW SHOWING AT...  
Select from the following:  
 

  
 
 
 

 

 GIGS 
Oi Polloi... 

 THEATRE 
The Cat in the Hat... 

 COMEDY 
Joe Rooney... 

 CLUBBING 
Gekko 80's and Beyond... 

 FESTIVAL 
Poetry Now Festival... 
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VOTING POLL SEARCH ARCHIVES UTV NEWS ON AIR

 
Will the Assembly at Stormont be a success this 
time?

 

 Yes 

 No 

 

 
Post a comment   [ 2 comments so far ]  

  

 
Browse through the online news, sport and 
entertainment archives.

 
Enter a keyword above and select the newsroom 
section to search.

 

 
Watch the latest on-air news bulletins.
 
Select the quality of your version depending on 
your internet connection

 
Click below to browse through the archives of 
online streaming news.
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